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ET 3: Developmentally Appropriate Practice and
Intentionality QUIZ
MULTIPLE CHOICE
1. The following teaching format is ideal for class discussions, making plans, and for providing
all children with specific information and experiences.
A. Daily Routines
B. Small Groups
C. Learning Centers
D. Large Groups
2. Arrival, departure, room cleanup, hand washing, meals, and diapering are all examples of
which intentional teaching format?
A. Small Groups
B. Daily Routines
C. Learning Centers
D. Large Groups
3. Intentional teachers often use ____________________ to introduce new skills or concepts,
or to provide focused attention and support.
A. Learning Centers
B. Small Groups
C. Large Groups
D. Daily Routines
4. ______________ provides an opportunity for children to choose what they want to do and,
together with other children, direct their own activities.
A. Small Groups
B. Large Groups
C. Learning Centers
D. Daily Routine
5. In which of the following situations would an adult-guided learning experience be most
beneficial?
A. When a child is requesting assistance from another child
B. When a child explicitly asks a teacher for information
C. When a child is solving a problem independently
D. When a child is actively exploring materials and making connections
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6. In which of the following situations would a child-guided learning experience be most
beneficial?
A. When a child is becoming upset about something they cannot yet do
B. When a child is doing something that is unsafe
C. When a child is applying existing knowledge during a play activity
D. When a child has not encountered specific knowledge (i.e. letter names)
7. The following comment is an example of what teaching strategy?
“Thank you for helping clean up, Maggie. You put away all the blocks!”
A. Acknowledge
B. Create or add challenge
C. Ask a question
D. Give assistance
8. Directly giving children facts, verbal labels, or other information is what type of teaching
strategy?
A. Giving directions
B. Demonstrating
C. Providing information
D. Encouraging
9. The following comment is an example of what teaching strategy?
“You are trying hard to find the right puzzle piece for that spot, what other pieces do you
have?
A. Encourage
B. Model
C. Add challenge
D. Provide information
10. Showing a child a correct way to do something, such as how to write the letter H, is an
example of ________________.
A. Asking questions
B. Giving assistance
C. Demonstrating a procedure
D. Giving specific feedback
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